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INTRODUCTION
CONTENTS - RECOMMENDATIONS TO BE URGENTLY IMPLEMENTED BY OUR CHURCH
AND FAMILY LEADERS NOW THAT REVELATION’S ENDTIMES ARE NOW BEGINNING
TO UNFOLD. OVERALL UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT IS NOW HAPPENING AND WHAT
OUR CHURCHES MUST NOW DO. God has initiated an endtimes special sequence to
terminate history. Cyclic history is over. Signs now signal most loudly that Revelation’s
endtimes Tribulation,3 beginning with a terrible Calamity, can come soon, suddenly,
like a sudden earthquake, without warning, now that our American churches are greatly
falling away. Because of the times, this could be one of the most important documents
one might ever read for this time in history. It, in my view, presents “must know”
information of the big picture in overview, requiring urgent actions.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
This document presents a recommended plan to be urgently carried out by our churches with
understanding and background and benefits for doing so and penalties for not doing so. The plan is:

1. SOURCE MATERIAL REFERENCE DOCUMENT (“MUST READ NEXT OR PREVIOUSLY”): The material
in this summary document was taken from the much more detailed and longer website document of major
summaries entitled: SUMMARIES OF “VITAL MUST KNOW” CURRENT MAJOR BIG PICTURE ISSUES We Are in Great Spiritual Warfare, How the Endtimes Are Now Unfolding, What Is the Rapture Timing,
What Is Israel’s Situation, Why Our Churches Are Massively Falling Away, What Our Churches Must Do
Now. This document should be read to gain greater understanding the background for this needed
plan.
2. DOCUMENT CONTENTS: This document is an overview of placing current events and trends under the
Bible’s overlay. We do not have details on numbers of churches in each category. But what is clear, the
endtimes are coming and the churches overall in their falling away from obedience to God is the cause.
Churches need to do self inspection and evaluation, and make needed changes urgently. We do not know
everything we need now to do, but churches can be more obedient to what they know and pray for more
understanding. We have attempted to point the way for the greater important things churches must now do.
3. ENDTIMES TRIBULATION AND SEQUENCE: The Tribulation is a term Bible expositors call Revelation’s
endtimes events that come just before and lead to Christ’s Second Coming. This special endtimes sequence
is developed in detail in my book: Watchman Warning. This sequence is not well known because it is presented
(taught) indirectly in Scripture and requires a search to find that I did in the late 1980's.
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(1) Recommendations (To Be Urgently Carried out by Our Churches Before Revelation’s Endtimes
Calamity and Tribulation Soon Come); (2) Our Current Situation; (3) Need-to-know Background; (4)
Cause (Of Our Current World and Church Situation); (5) “Urgent Action” Solution (To Our Current
Situation) Needed to Implement the Recommendations; (6) Benefits Gained (By Carrying out the
Recommendations); (7) Cost Needed (To Accomplish the Recommendations): (8) Penalties If We Do
Not Carry Out the Needed Recommendations); (9) Required Happenings Before Prophetic Events Can
Occur; (10) Expectations; (11) Grieving; (12) Darkest Spiritual Period in History Coming; (13) “PleasePlease;” (14) Source Document; and (15) Website Documents. 4
Church and family leaders (all Christians) should prepare now for the soon-coming most difficult of
times and also for having God’s best as we enter eternity. (Those not now Christians should come to
believe the Gospel. Church people will help you.) Have our church and family leaders (and all
Christians) carry out the recommendations “urgently” implementing God’s commands and
requirements. Then we can have His best in these changing and soon-coming endtimes, in other most
difficult times, and especially for eternity. Revelation’s endtimes special sequence has begun. The
listed items should be completed in only a few months (but less than one year)5 before the endtimes
Calamity and Tribulation very soon come. “Many” Scriptures teach “unambiguously” that the Church
will go through the endtimes Tribulation. The following sections, taken together, constitute a

recommended plan for church and family leaders to urgently consider, adopt, and carry
out in these most difficult times, with the penalties if the plan is not carried out.

THE SUMMARY REPORT:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS TO BE URGENTLY CARRIED OUT
1. RECOMMENDATIONS (TO BE URGENTLY CARRIED OUT BY OUR CHURCHES
BEFORE REVELATION’S ENDTIMES CALAMITY AND TRIBULATION SOON COME):
Recommended items to urgently carry out include: (1) train to bring our church people, especially our
children and youth, to gain and work towards becoming maximumly mature in Christ-likeness, as God
works in them. (We should work urgently to gain the maximum maturity we can have within the limited
time remaining in freedom.) This training is in preparation for eternity (being eternity oriented) using

4. INTRODUCTORY ASPECTS: Our current situation has “many aspects” to know and to integrate.
Having the needed Bible background understanding, we see the trends - the big picture. But we do not have
detailed statistics of what is happening in all the areas, though we have snapshots. We present our view of the
situation and what we now must do as churches and individual Christian families. Please read this entire
document and then the longer Reference document with many more details. Both documents are a labor of
love with a watchman warning to present what, in our view, our churches should know and urgently do to have
God’s best for now, the soon unfolding endtimes, and for eternity. You are encouraged to carry out the
recommendations even if you believe differently, including for how the endtimes unfold. If you will do that
recommended, your church and family will be more greatly prepared regardless for how the endtimes unfold.
You will have more of God’s best for eternity. This report is for needed information. We cannot be

responsible for what you do or not do. Please give the situation the most serious prayer.
(Please overlook redundancy needed for the inter-related topics.)
5. TRAINING TIME SEQUENCE: We can divide the training into two parts. The most critical, such as walking
by faith with Christian-Life Relationship Principles, to be completed in only a very few weeks to a few months.
The remaining most needed training to be completed in the remaining months to be finished in less than one
year total (best to be less than six months). We can do additional training if we get more time.
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God’s Whole Counsel with especially Christian-Life Relationship Principles, not just working for
Christian growth with limited training; (2) evangelize our local areas, including especially the children
and the youth; (3) being filled with the Holy Spirit, have our church people sing with melody from their
hearts using hymns and like music unto the Lord they love and serve to worship Him as the Bible
teaches (avoiding, as you can, using loud rock beat music); (4) teach endtimes prophecy with the
endtimes special sequence (how the United States is found in endtimes prophecy and how God is
terminating history) and alert, warn, train, and prepare our people (including having several months
supplies, food, water, gasoline, lighting, heating, etc.) with urgency for going through and experiencing
the soon-coming endtimes Calamity and Tribulation. This is so they will not be caught blind sided by
their coming and will stand strong without their falling away under the severe coming persecution; and
(5) place our people into home mutual support groups (home churches) who live near each other for
when our church doors will be closed. There most likely will be gasoline shortages, and power and
communication outages.

2. OUR CURRENT SITUATION: God has established the United States as His endtimes
most favored nation by which He is now using in an endtimes special sequence to bring
the endtimes and to terminate history.6 The coming endtimes Calamity and Tribulation
will begin when the “American” churches in God’s most favored endtimes nation have
sufficiently fallen away even though they are doing some good things. Signs signal this
falling away has greatly begun. We are on the earth to become maximally mature in
Christ-likeness. This is the main job of our churches so we can relate to and know God
in His depth-breadth both now and especially in eternity.7 Our churches over the years

6. ENDTIMES SPECIAL SEQUENCE: We are now in the endtimes special sequence that is patterned after
the ones God had with OT Israel as a most favored nation. We are now no longer in cyclic history. One must

know this sequence to understand how the endtimes will unfold and to know the signs that
signal the Calamity and Tribulation are soon coming and the Rapture timing. (The word, “Rapture,”
is not listed in Scripture. It is a word that Bible interpreters have adopted to mean the time when the believing
church, composed of both believing Jews and Gentiles, is caught up to meet Christ in the air (in the clouds)
at His second coming (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18).) The general sequence is: (1) obedience in God’s most
favored nation with great blessing (Deuteronomy 28:1); (2) warning and signs with disobedience; (3) a calamity
that brings divine discipline for the disobedience under the rule of world government; (4) restoration to God,
having repentance, after the completion of the divine discipline period; and (5) then the destruction of the world
government. In these endtimes, the United States is God’s most favored nation. God has blessed her with the
greatest blessing much-much more than any nation in history. There are “now” many signs that signal her
disobedience in the nation - especially in her churches. Leaders must learn these signs. The Churches and
nation, with continued disobedience, will experience a terrible Calamity and go into the endtimes Tribulation
under world government for divine discipline. Afterwards, the Church will be raptured with deliverance to Christ
and to God. This will be followed by the destruction of the nations. Then, all will go to their eternal states - the
Church to heaven and unbelievers to the Lake of Fire. This sequence is developed in detail in Chapter 5 of my
book: Watchman Warning. The chapter by itself is on my website. It is summarized in the Reference
Document and in our website document: The Pattern View of Prophecy: The Many Doctrines of Prophecy
Show Clearly the Rapture Will Come Post-tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming.
7. SCRIPTURE TEACHES WE ARE TO MATURE OUR PEOPLE, NOT JUST USING AND/OR KEEP
REPEATING MAINLY THE FUNDAMENTALS: Hebrews 6:1 Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about
the Christ, let us press on to maturity .... (See also Matthew 28:19-20; Acts 20:26-27; 2 Corinthians 10:5;
(continued...)
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have had problems, but now things are “greatly” worsening. Our churches are now being
transformed to become the immature church with a loss of biblical intellect and with a most low plateau
of biblical knowledge (low maturity). This result is happening at least by using but limited and most
fundamental Bible training (no longer God’s Whole Counsel) very (most) often now in the church
environment of loud rock beat and similar loud music with a drum band.8 Many churches preach
more (even though it may sound great) in the horizontal to man than in the vertical toward God (a form
of great compromise). Their problem lies not so much with what they do preach (they teach

good things), but with what they leave out of their preaching and teaching - the more in
depth with the details are left out including applications and testimony of what could and
should be done, particularly to gain maximum maturity and to evangelize our
communities with the true Gospel, especially the children. Churches are not working
sufficiently to maximumly mature their people (although working for Christian growth) and to
adequately evangelize the children in the community. Churches using this action, disobey Scripture
(God), even though many have good fundamental teaching with some having good foreign missionary
and Awana programs.
Loud rock beat music and loud dominate drums are not found in Scripture. Thus, its use in our
churches, it is not of God. They are of the world and part of Satan’s endtimes plan. We should not use
them. We, to honor and obey God, are to do and use only what is in Scripture directly and/or
application. We are not to love the world or do or use the things that are in the world in our spiritual
worship matters. (1 John 2:15: Do not love the world, nor the things in the world. If anyone loves the
world, the love of the Father is not in him. Romans12:2: And do not be conformed to this world, but be
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is
good and acceptable and perfect.) We are told to live as Christ lived (1 John 2:6). He only did what
came from the Father as a source (John 5:30; 14:5-11). We are to live this way - now only from the
Bible. We can only glorify and worship God, by obeying Him, with what comes from Him as a source what is in the Bible. The Bible tells us that when filled with the Holy Spirit, we are to sing melody with
hymns from our hearts unto the Lord (Ephesians 5:18-19: .... but be filled with the Spirit, speaking to
one another in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and making melody with your heart to
the Lord;). Our Lord glorified His Father because He did what the Father asked (John 17:4 "I glorified
Thee on the earth, having accomplished the work which Thou hast given Me to do). God the Father
does not accept glory and spiritual things that come from us a source (John 5:41). When we do, such
as using rock music with loud drums and with but limited training, we have sin.9 We are doing what
7(...continued)
Ephesians 3:16-19; 4:13; Colossians 1:28; James 1:24.) (Over the years, although good teaching in some
depth coming from the pulpit, being a satellite systems engineer, I wanted much more detail and more depthbreadth. I have felt that our churches were not committed, with excellence, to maximumly mature their people
even though working for Christian growth. So this situation has been a long-term problem, but becoming worse
now. This has caused me to study on my own, particularly on the subjects God has given me.)
8. PRAISE MUSIC AND OTHER SERVICES: There are also praise services with large congregations (with
many as TV programs) where the singer sings loud and the preacher talks loud and simply. The congregation
responds with motions and hand raising. Others teach in soft ways, also with large congregations. The teaching
I have heard is most fundamental or on the wrong Pre-Tribulation Rapture. This limited teaching can help the
falling away situation even though the Christian-life teaching is most helpful and good things are being done.
9. LIMITED TEACHING: Many times limited training may be all that leaders know how to do. But, they should
(continued...)
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we want, not what God wants. Not knowing everything of today’s conditions, we must do all we can
and know to do to obey God, wanting His best. We should search the Bible for all that God wants to
become and to do. And then be sure we do it.
Many references (listed in the Reference document) show that rock music desensitizes listeners to the
leading of the Holy Spirit and causes some health problems. Although there are exceptions, many
young people now do not come out to Sunday and Saturday evening church functions and services.
Many young people no longer attend church after going to college. Not appreciating God’s Greatness,
many of our young people have lost their (or never had) needed commitment to God and Christ. The
music being loud rhythmic oriented (dominated) causes people to be more motion (entertainment)
oriented than paying attention to the lyrics (not sing melody from their hearts unto the Lord).10 Over
time, the trends are that almost no one will know the Bible including the Christian life and endtimes
prophecy, in any depth. This is satanic strategy for the endtimes to help him win the spiritual warfare
over our Lord Jesus (only our Lord Jesus can actually win). Christians, as stated, need a maximum
maturity in Christ-likeness (they generally are not now gaining) in eternity to relate to and to know God
toward His maximum. We are here now on earth to gain this maturity so we can have a maximum
relationship with God in eternity. There is nothing else. God alone has all the perfection and truth
that exists. Churches are now doing but limited evangelizing out in their communities, especially of the
children.1112 Thus, doing limited evangelization of the children, because adults do as
they learned as children, in time, the adult ministry will greatly decrease. Thus, from
Satan’s perceptive, much of the elect may not be saved and much of God’s work will not be
accomplished. Churches do not realize, not knowing and/or not recognizing the signs that signal loudly,

9(...continued)
teach all the depth-breadth they can.
10. SOME CHURCHES: There are many types of churches today including those in the

Emerging and Seeker-Friendly Church Movements (we will not discuss these movements).
Some churches are training with good Bible content without training their people to live the needed Christian
life, do evangelism, and thus, gain maximum maturity. Other churches use the hymns and similar music, but
many may believe the wrong Pre-Tribulation Rapture with the result they may not work toward maximumly
maturing their people or prepare and train them to go through the Tribulation. The people in any churches that
are not warned most likely will be caught blind sided when the Calamity comes that brings in the endtimes
Tribulation. Do they train their people to do evangelism especially of the children? However, many church
people study on their own and do more of what is right under God. You can do this. I do this.
11. CHURCH ATTENDANCE: Our pastors tell us that in Silicon Valley CA less than 10% of the people attend
church anywhere. What percentage of these are Christians?
12. MUST EVANGELIZE THE CHILDREN: Statistics show that 85% of the people coming to Christ do so
in the age range of 4-14. This means that only about 15% come as adults. This means that not evangelizing
the children now at high priority, the number of new believers will decrease over time. This means less of God’s
work may be done. So not evangelizing the children is to implement key satanic strategy. This is essential for
the endtimes from Satan’s perspective because the population is now increasing exponentially. This is one

reason why Satan works to have the children and youth grow up listening to rock music so
they will not have the spiritual insight to believe the Gospel, will not become mature in Christlikeness, and will not to want to become involved in God’s work. There are, of course, exceptions.
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they (US and world) will soon go through the soon-coming endtimes Calamity and Tribulation.13Thus,
our church people, doing business as usual, will be caught blind sided, by not being alerted, warned,
and trained.14 (Based on the current signs, the timing to the Calamity appears to be very short
indeed, with only God knowing the time. We should warn, train, and prepare our people with
urgency ASAP. Our churches will be caught blind sided if they wait for precise information that
will never come on the Calamity timing before they begin to prepare. It does not hurt to be
prepared a few months or years early (it takes time to prepare). But to be one second too late!!)

3. NEED-TO-KNOW BACKGROUND: God, using Satan’s initial disobedience, established a
spiritual warfare between our Lord and Satan to develop the spiritual environment, both pro and con
(such as the world, flesh, and the Devil), to bring people to Christ as Savior and to mature them in
Christ-likeness to know and relate to God in eternity. Christ works to bring this about. Satan works to
prevent it. If Satan can prevent one of the elect from believing and/or one of God’s work from being
accomplished, he will win the warfare and then rule over all people and angels forever. God using His
most favored nations (of Israel and now the United States) are a central part of this warfare. Satan,
using the warfare, works to bring strategies that will cause the endtimes Church in the favored nation
now to fall away so the endtimes will come over which he will rule. We must understand the spiritual
warfare if we are to avoid implementing Satan’s strategies in our churches, families, lives, and
country. More details of the situation are presented next under CAUSE for our present
circumstances. (See reference document for many more details.)

4. CAUSE (OF OUR CURRENT WORLD AND CHURCH SITUATION): In summary, the
primary cause(s) of our current world situation is that many of our American churches (in God’s
endtimes favored nation He is using to terminate history) now in the endtimes special
sequence:15 (1) not being eternity oriented, are not working to maximumly mature their people

13. SIGNS: The signs in the United States today are similar signs that were in OT Israel just before world
government troops invaded. They warn that calamity is soon coming that will place us in the endtimes
Tribulation. Some of those signs, as examples, are “extreme” weather, great debt, increase in immorality, and
a decrease in the knowledge of God’s Word as are happening today. There are many more. See the reference
document for a list. All church leaders must know and recognize the signs so they will take action.
14. THE CHILDREN AND YOUTH SITUATION - LEADERS BE ALERTED: With the Calamity and

Endtimes Tribulation soon coming, our current children and youth will have their lives
truncated. They will not live a normal life span like we adults have had. They will not be given
a second chance, not becoming adults, to receive the Gospel and gain spiritual maturity. Thus,
we should evangelize and train them now to become mature in Christ-likeness with extreme
urgency. We should involve them in doing ministry where they can see God using them. Of
course, our adult lives will also be truncated. Children who have not yet reached the age of
God accountability no doubt will be saved and will be given some minimum amount of maturity
in Christ-likeness.
15. CAUSE: This falling away is based on the situation that our American churches do not
appreciate God’s Infinite Greatness such that they search the Scriptures for all God’s wants us to
become and do, and how we get there. And then do nothing else. They are attempting themselves
(without their realization) to work all things together for their good, instead of trusting God in His
Greatness to do it. This was the great sin of Satan. Thus, they: (1) use rock music instead of hymns;
(continued...)
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in Christ-likeness (they may not know the topics needed to mature their people); (2) are using
the Devil’s loud beat and like rock beat music instead of hymns for singing melody from the
heart unto the Lord; and (3) are not adequately evangelizing the children out in the community.
In doing these, they are not taking care of their own in priority over reaching new people and
the youth who will attend. This is sin (1 Timothy 5:8). Churches very often are mainly concerned
for weekly events such as a sermon, choice of music, and the Sunday School. They are not so
concerned where the country is going and working for eternal things beyond justification salvation.
They are doing some good things. Being now in God’s endtimes special sequence, the falling away
of our United States’ churches is the primary cause of our country falling away and of the Tribulation
coming as a divine discipline on our churches and country. Our churches are not eternity oriented
to know that maturing their people to gain a maximum maturity in Christ-likeness is needed for
eternity and is their main job. This has to be a priority over reaching new people, even though
both should be done.16
Maturing our churches, our people will have greater obedience to God. Our churches generally do not
realize that the maturity Christians have at death, they most likely will have forever, as indirectly taught
in many Scriptures.17 But God in His Bible commands us to pursue maturity for whatever reason He
has (thus, we have no choice, but we should greatly want to). Our churches generally do not realize
or know: (1) they are to be “eternity oriented” so to maximumly mature their people; (2) they are in
intense spiritual warfare so as to know Satan’s strategies they and our country are implementing; and
(3) that their disobedience, according to the endtimes special sequence, is causing the United States,
as a country, to fall away.18 Satan works to prevent some of the elect from believing and

15(...continued)
(2) work for numbers instead of maturing their own people, not being eternity oriented; and (3) do
evangelism on their property with less out in the community. Not now training with God’s Whole Counsel
(a complete curriculum), they are guilty of the people’s blood (Acts 20: 25-26). Thus, their actions do not
glorify God, because God does not accept glory based on what we do from ourselves as a source. He only
accepts what we do which comes from Him as a source. As Revelation teaches for the endtimes, it
appears that the lukewarm church is now here with more and more churches becoming involved.
16. SOUND DOCTRINE: Church leaders by teaching mostly fundamentals may no longer endure (know) sound
doctrine as the Bible teaches (2 Timothy 4:3) will happen in the endtimes. They may no longer know how, with
sufficient topics needed, to maximumly mature their people. They most likely will not know the topics that
constitute God’s Whole Counsel. They may know the doctrines intellectually, but do they have a testimony of
“living out” the sound doctrines, placing their people in forms of on-the-job training? Thus, do leaders train with
examples and personal testimony?
17. MATURITY FIXED FOREVER AT DEATH: Examples of Scriptures that signal our maturity is most likely
forever fixed at death: (1)There is no sin in heaven; (2) We will no longer have our depraved natures by which
we sin; (3) In heaven we will only have our divine natures which cannot sin, only receive leading from God; (4)
The developing environment of the world, flesh and the devil will not be in heaven; and (5) The Devil will not
be in heaven. Thus, the environment that God now uses to bring us to maturity in Christ-likeness will not be
in heaven. In my view, we are not explicitly told about our maturity not increasing in eternity because God wants
us to walk by faith-obedience to Him. Otherwise we might just walk by sight. God will lead us in heaven
commensurate with the maturity developed in this lifetime in our divine natures at the time of death. Of course,
God can (will) do things with us in heaven that we are not allowed to know now.
18. CHANGE BACK AMERICA: The only way America can be changed back to the nation under God we used
(continued...)
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accomplishing some of God’s work. He must do this to win the spiritual warfare between Him and the
Lord Jesus. Thus, unknowingly implementing satanic strategy, our churches are using the Devil’s loud
rock beat and similar loud like music with limited Bible training (much-much less than God’s Whole
Counsel and not sufficient of Christian-Life Relationship Principles) to draw the youth, resulting in not
maturing their people.19 Our children and youth, as stated, are now growing up under rock music with
but limited knowledge of the Bible and with limited commitment to God. Some no longer go to church
after going to college.20 They now generally will not come to church unless rock and other type loud
music is used. There are exceptions when parents keep their children and youth from the rock music.
Then they go to the hymn services. Our church leaders are not doing the research to know the evils
of using rock music and what is its source. References show that the structure of loud rock

beat music was used in Voodooism and the cults to call up evil spirits and
demons. Rock stars use it. In my view, it is satanic and is being used for his
purposes. When we use it, being sin, who are we actually worshiping? Churches
are working for numbers to gain the youth with their friends with priority over not adequately maturing
their own people. This procedure of limited training (unless people study on their own, independent
of the church, which people like me are doing - wanting to have and experience more of God’s best)
prevents our people from becoming maximumly mature in Christ-likeness needed to have a maximum
relationship with God in eternity. It implements satanic strategy to help prevent the elect from believing
and accomplishing God’s chosen work. This procedure gives Satan more power for the endtimes.
Many (or most) of our churches do not have a correct (or any detailed) view of endtimes prophecy.
Many churches have not taught endtimes prophecy to their congregations for many years. Many may
not know endtimes prophecy or have a prophecy view as a Church. This is satanic strategy.
Many Bible interpreters, in our view, believe the wrong Pre-Tribulation Rapture View.2122 This
is satanic strategy so that people will not have incentive to train to become mature and prepare

18(...continued)
to know and have is that our churches must have massive revival. This is because the falling away of our
country is symptomatic of the cause of our churches falling away. But because they no longer endure sound
doctrine in its many aspects, this is unlikely to happen. The Bible prophesies the endtimes will come.
19. DRAWING TODAY’S YOUTH: Our youth today very often will not come to church unless both rock loud
music and limited training are used. In depth training can keep them away.
20. ROCK MUSIC WITH THE CHILDREN AND YOUTH: Satan is working so the children and youth will grow
up with rock music in the family and church and thus, will not come to church unless it is used. It causes our
youth to not learn the Bible in any depth. I ask them basic doctrinal questions they cannot answer. This greatly
impedes their becoming mature and doing God’s work.
21. ERRORS IN PRE-TRIBULATION RAPTURE VIEW: The Pre-Tribulation Rapture view is not taught in
the Bible. This view originated in 1825 AD by a Margaret MacDonald. See our website reports under
ENDTIMES PROPHECY: (1) Summary Report: Interpretation Errors That Wrongly Help Establish the Pretribulation Rapture View and (2) The Pattern View of Prophecy: The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show Clearly
the Rapture Will Come Post-tribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming.
22. PRE-TRIBULATION RAPTURE VIEW: Many Bible teachers believe wrongly they will miss the endtimes
Tribulation by the Rapture. This view is not taught in Scripture. Regardless of beliefs, one should warn and
prepare for going through the Tribulation. Many doctrines teach “unambiguously” that the Church will go
through the Tribulation. They refute the Pre-Tribulation Rapture view. Thus, the Bible teaches a Post-Tribulation
Rapture View. (See reference document for doctrines.)
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for going through the endtimes. Thus, they will be caught blind sided. Those who believe this
wrong Pre-Tribulation Rapture View must believe Christ has two groups in the Church period Israel and the Church.23 The Bible teaches only one group, the Church, consisting of both
believing Jews and Gentiles. Believing in two groups (satanic strategy) impedes one from knowing
the main reason we are here is to become maximumly mature in Christ-likeness and all believers, both
Jews and Gentiles, are part of Christ’s Church. This tends to reduce ministry. Our churches, as
presented, do not know and/or recognize the signs that now signal the soon-coming of the endtimes
Calamity bringing the endtimes Tribulation the Church will go through. These times will come like

a sudden earthquake, without warning, apart from the signs and the watchman’s
warning. Our churches, not prepared doing business as usual, will be caught blind
sided. This document brings an endtimes watchman warning.
5. “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION (TO OUR CURRENT SITUATION) NEEDED TO
IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS:24 (See the source reference document for
detailed inputs): Before the Calamity and Tribulation come,25 begin “urgently now” to train our
people, including our children and youth, to: (1) know endtimes prophecy and be warned and be
prepared for the soon coming endtimes, knowing what they will experience in the Calamity and
Tribulation; and (2) become maximumly mature in Christ-likeness to the degree they can, with the time
remaining, as God works in them, using a version of God’s Whole Counsel26 especially including
Christian-Life Relationship Principles.27 This training must include what to do, how to do it,

23. PRE-TRIBULATION RAPTURE BELIEVERS: Suppose you are wrong about not going through the
Tribulation and you do not warn and prepare your people? Churches should prepare their people for
going through the Calamity and Tribulation regardless of their prophetic view in case their view is
wrong. Otherwise, they will be caught blind sided. People holding this view must also believe the Tribulation
is exclusively Jewish. Revelation teaches it is all nations in characteristic (Revelation 9:7-14).
24. PROPHECY: Because the Bible teaches that in the endtimes, our churches will no longer endure sound
doctrine (2 Timothy 4:3) and that the endtimes with the Tribulation will soon come, very few churches most
likely may carry out the “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION for the RECOMMENDATIONS. However, from our
love of our church and our Lord, we want to encourage “many” to carry out the “URGENT ACTION”
SOLUTION.
25. REVELATION’S SEQUENCE: See my book Watchman Warning for the detailed sequence of Revelation
with the seals, trumpets, and vials.
26. TOPICS IN GOD’S WHOLE COUNSEL: Leaders should know and have computer recorded the list of
topics that constitute God’s Whole Counsel needed to live out in the Christian life and have become mature
in Christ-likeness as God desires. Recording the topics allows them to update their list when they learn more
and allow others to read them. We can share with each other.
27. CHRISTIAN-LIFE RELATIONSHIP PRINCIPLES: I have taught Christian-Life Relationship Principles for
many years in the Sunday School, seminars, and in home groups. I have many ppt charts for training on my
website. Leaders should know the needed topics (or search the Scriptures for them) needed in the training. See
our website report: Keys to Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly Relationship Living for information on
Christian-Life Relationship Principles. See also our document: Summary Document: Signs, Characteristics,
Beliefs, and Practices of Being or Becoming Highly Mature in Christ-likeness for a list of topics to become
mature in Christ-likeness or show we have much maturity in Christ-likeness. There are many, no doubt, we do
(continued...)
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examples for how to do it, testimony for how the teacher did it, and some form of on-the-job
training. It should include helping to do God’s work that includes evangelizing the children
especially in the community (outside the church property). (Being trained especially how to
walk by strong faith “before” the Tribulation comes and what we will experience in the
Tribulation, our people can gain more maturity in the Tribulation by standing strong by faith,
without falling away, under great persecution with martyrdom and know what is happening to
them. Those not trained with Christian-Faith Doctrines and how to walk by faith will very likely
fall away under the Tribulation’s great persecution.) Elders and pastors should greatly emphasize
the training need and attend themselves if they want their people, including their youth, to come,
including to seminars and special training sessions. This negative action results from our youth being
associated with the effects of rock music that limits their commitment to Christ (there are exceptions).
The young people (and adults) generally sitting under rock music long term most likely will come only
if there is training value and a “known benefit” from the training for them to come and there is “great
emphasis” from the pulpit of its great need with the training topics and overall content. We must train
our people to live out the principles experientially and to be somewhere in God’s work,28 especially
evangelizing the children in the community working with CEF.29 Church leaders should (must)

do the research on the evils, use, and source of loud rock beat music. If they will do this,
they, if they have a choice, generally they will never use it - they should not want to use
it. Having accomplished the research, church leaders and pastors should work with their people,
especially with their youth who attend the rock music services, on the side, showing them the evils of
using loud rock beat music and work to draw them into the hymn service and work toward becoming
mature in Christ. Have them gain an appreciation for God’s infinite Greatness30 and the need, with
the needed topics, to gain maximum maturity in Christ-likeness for eternity needed to interrelate with
God. Appreciating God’s Greatness, one will have a God and Christ Centered Life. Churches should
encourage them to come into the hymn service, bringing their friends, where they can sing melody
from their hearts unto the Lord, learn the Bible, and gain maturity. Leaders can work with the parents
of the young people in the rock services to help bring out both them and their youth.
The hymn service should use only hymns and similar music, such as gospel songs, with a
dominate melody, using the piano and the organ without loud drums. (Drum use is okay if they
are not played dominantly and add to the music, but keeping the melody dominate. Rhythm
under control can bring life and fun to the music.) Churches should (must) “especially teach

27(...continued)
not have. I regularly update both as needed. Send us your inputs.
28. GOD’S WORK: God’s work includes evangelizing with the Gospel, maturing one’s people in Christ-likeness,
establishing new churches, building godly families, and helping the needy.
29. CEF (CHILD EVANGELISM FELLOWSHIP): CEF will train church workers and establish after-school Bible
clubs, help the workers gain the needed on-the-job experience, and then turn the clubs over to the church to
manage.
30. GOD’S GREATNESS: See our website report: The Attributes of God. Appreciating God’s Infinite
Greatness, one will walk by love to keep His commandments and by faith trusting Him to fulfill His promises.
Then, keeping His commandants, we will live holy and righteously and get to know God. Walking by faith
trusting God to work all things together for good as we trust Him to fulfill His promises, activating our faith by
obeying the instructions with the promises, we live without sin (all is coming from God), and we gain revelation
of the Scriptures.
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in depth-breadth” going verse by verse in expository preaching with a version of God’s Whole
Counsel (a curriculum) with “much application (with personal testimony),” living out the
Christian Life Relationship Principles, working toward maximum maturity.31 This in depth and
breadth training will help draw the youth, who have sat under rock music. Using limited training
in the hymn service most likely will not draw the youth when they can have the same limited
training in the rock music service. Using in-depth training will help them mature. They need to
see this benefit. Churches should work to add an evening Sunday church service if they do not
have one. Church leaders should know and have a list of the topics needed to be lived out to
gain this maximum maturity and give testimony of their living them out. (Not having these,
leaders may no longer know how to maximumly mature their people in Christ-likeness. They
mainly will work for some Christian growth without thinking about or realizing they are not
maximumly maturing their people. This is the very likely situation today in many or most
churches.)

6. BENEFITS GAINED (BY CARRYING OUT THE RECOMMENDATIONS): By carrying out
the RECOMMENDATIONS under “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION, we will have more of God’s will
and benefits (His best), and then, with excellence, we, in our churches, will have a much greater
walk of fellowship with God and less sin. Our people and youth will have been trained to gain
or work toward maximum maturity in Christ-likeness they need to interrelate with God toward
His maximum in eternity living out the Christian-Life Relationship Principles. Churches now will
be much more obedient to God and have a closer fellowship with God and Christ, and with each
other. Our people will be more greatly worshiping God, singing melody32 from their hearts as
God desires.33 Our people will be involved in ministry, especially to evangelize the children
in the community. Our people will be warned, alerted, trained, and prepared for going through
the soon-coming Calamity and Tribulation. They will know what is happening, and why when
they come. They will know what to expect and what will happen to them (what they will
experience) in the Calamity and Tribulation. (See the reference document.) They will have put
in several months provisions (food, water, lighting, gasoline etc.) they will need to get through
the soon-coming Calamity. Then, they will not be caught unaware and blind-sided. Our people
will be in mutual support home church groups. They will be trained and prepared to stand

31. TOP LEVEL NEEDED TOPICS: (1) Appreciate God’s infinite Greatness; (2) Live as Christ does with
everything coming from God the Father (from the Bible); and (3) Living by love keeping the commandments
and by faith trusting God to fulfill His promises. (We must know the commandments and memorize the
promises.)
32. MELODY: Professional musicians (Garlock and Woetzel (Drs’): Music in the Balance) state that the best
music has the melody dominate, the harmony next, and then the rhythm under control without having dominate
loudness. The melody reaches the spirit, the harmony the mind, and the rhythm the body. This is the music of
the Bible. Rhythm under control (not dominate) is needed to bring life and fun to the music.
33. AWESOME AND GREAT SPIRITUAL SINGING: I attended a CEF international conference where there
were 1100 people from 87 different nations attending. “ALL” the people were in the ministry, “ALL” the people
were Christians and “highly committed” to Christ, and “ALL” the people had led tens of kids to Christ. When
they sang the great hymn: To God be the Glory, it was absolutely awesome. They were singing from their
hearts, souls, and spirits unto the God they love and serve. The tears ran down my face. Such great worship
is not possible under rock music. They had this great and wonderful worship because God had used them
greatly in the ministry. They saw His greatness at work when He brought salvation to people, especially to the
children.
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strong by faith in the coming persecution in the Tribulation. People most likely will need jobs
under the coming financial crises.

7. COST NEEDED (TO ACCOMPLISH THE RECOMMENDATIONS): The churches should
appreciate God’s infinite Greatness and work to train and do the maximum of what He wants
us to accomplish and to become. They should attempt to no longer work all things together for
good themselves. They should become “eternity oriented” so they work to urgently maximumly
mature their people so they will have an intimate relationship with God. Doing the
RECOMMENDATIONS and that under “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION, our churches must give
up their independent and Satan’s ways of doing things. They must do things God’s ways. They
must depart from using the world’s methods, as much as they can. Thus, they must depart from
using a drum band and loud beat rock and like type loud music, and purposely wearing casual clothes
in the church services and Sunday schools. Leaders should present the example. At least, they should
work to draw as many youth and parents as they can out of the rock music services into the hymn
services with the piano and organ without loud drums and singing melody from their hearts unto the
Lord. If they do not have one, churches should establish hymn services with in-depth training, without
loud rock beat music. They should go to in-depth and in-breadth training, including with Christian-Life
Relationship Principles with applications and personal testimony, for gaining maximum maturity and
a close walk with God, participating in God’s work. Discipleship Training Centers and seminars can
be used. The hymn service should use in-depth verse by verse expository preaching and teaching, with
application examples and personal testimony, to help mature their people. They should use accurately
translated and not paraphrased Bibles. They will be sure to evangelize the adults and the children in
the community. They will need to search the Scriptures for all that God wants for us to become and
do, and for all the ways for how He wants for us to get there. They will do nothing else. The church will
record a list of these aspects in the computer for others to read and for updating.

8. PENALTIES IF WE DO NOT CARRY OUT THE RECOMMENDATIONS): If we do not
“urgently” do the RECOMMENDATIONS (and that under “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION), our
people sitting under rock music and/or limited training will enter eternity with much-much less
maturity in Christ-likeness than God desires and will be caught blind sided as the Calamity
comes without warning apart from the signs and the watchman’s warning. This will effect and
limit their maximum walk with God for all eternity. They will have less walk and know less of God
throughout eternity, or take much longer to get there. Many fewer children will be evangelized in the
community resulting with fewer adult ministries. (Our children being evangelized now in the community,
because of the current limited training, will have but limited maturity for eternity with which to know and
to relate to God.) Our churches will continue to be transformed to become the immature church with
a loss of biblical intellect and with a low plateau of biblical knowledge especially that needed to become
mature and know how the endtimes unfold. This falling away (source) gives Satan, according to the
spiritual warfare rules, the power to bring and rule the endtimes through his people (symptom). Soon,

after much time passes, even now, “very few” people will know the Bible in any
depth-breadth. This is satanic strategy. Our churches using loud rock beat music
and limited training will have been transformed to become the immature church.
Thus, a most terrible (the greatest) spiritual dark age is coming in the Tribulation.
The children now being evangelized, with the church in this condition, will gain hardly any maturity
needed for eternity. This is most terrible. Our churches will have disobeyed God by their not
maximumly maturing their people and not adequately evangelizing children and adults out in the
community. This will cause a great reduction of adults who might be saved as children. Many people
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will not be evangelized. We will have given, in my view, God many years of false worship by using the
Devil’s rock beat music doing our and the world’s ways, not God’s. Our people, not being warned,
alerted, and prepared, will have been caught blind sided when the Calamity comes including without
having the needed provisions. They will not be prepared to go through the Tribulation, including to walk
by strong faith during the coming Tribulation. Many, untrained, will fall away under the persecution in
the coming Tribulation. Not being trained properly, especially how to become mature in Christ-likeness
and know how the endtimes unfold, our people, very likely, will not know what is happening when they
find themselves in the Calamity and Tribulation. They, then, can have a massive falling away as the
Bible teaches. Our churches will have been influenced by Satan’s strategy to help keep the elect from
believing and accomplishing God’s work. This, then, gives Satan the power to bring the endtimes
Calamity and Tribulation for divine discipline over which he and his people will rule.

9. REQUIRED HAPPENINGS BEFORE PROPHETIC EVENTS CAN OCCUR: (1)The
Tribulation can only begin after the American churches in the endtimes special sequence,
followed by the people in God’s most endtimes favored nation, have sufficiently fallen away;
(2) The Rapture can only occur after the endtimes Tribulation AFTER ALL people who are to
live, have lived, and have made formal and binding decisions to accept or deny the Gospel (no
one is born or saved after the Rapture); and (3) Christ cannot rapture the church until after
the endtimes Tribulation, and after the heavenly court has declared Him the winner of the
spiritual warfare over Satan, and as a result, has granted Him the authority to do so according
to the rules of the spiritual warfare. The Rapture is Post-Tribulational. It will take all believers,
both Jews and Gentiles, from all of history.

10. EXPECTATIONS: Because many or most of our churches now: (1) no longer know sound
doctrine and the topics with which to train with Christian-Life Relationship Principle; and (2)
because Bible Prophecy will be fulfilled, it is expected that very few churches will change and
carry out the RECOMMENDATIONS and “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION. They will not have
God’s best to be ready for the endtimes and eternity. They will not know what is happening when
the Calamity and Tribulation come. Our church people will be caught unprepared, untrained, and not
warned. They will be caught blind sided. Many in the Tribulation will have a great falling away not
having been trained and/or have listened to rock music for many years. Others, the few who have
faithfully followed the Lord, generally without rock music, will stand strong in the Tribulation and gain
more maturity.

But your and my church can change and prepare. But is it likely they will? We can
encourage them.
11. GRIEVING: Do you want your people, including your young people, saying, when
they find themselves in the Tribulation etc., not being warned and trained, why did you
not warn and train me? Why did you not tell me? Will you not grieve as a church leader, when
in the Tribulation you see your church and family people, especially your children and youth, suffering
and disoriented by not have been trained, not knowing what is happening and Why? Will you not
grieve because you did not warn, train, and prepare your people to gain maximum maturity for
eternity, and to know how the endtimes come, before the Calamity and Tribulation came, when you
were alerted and warned to do so? Should you not expect God’s judgment for not doing what you
should have done?

12. DARKEST SPIRITUAL PERIOD IN HISTORY COMING: Because our churches are now
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being transformed to know but little of the Bible, the Bible will not be allowed to be
taught in the Tribulation (Amos 8:11), and our young people are growing up with but little
Bible knowledge (Satanic strategy), we are about to enter the darkest spiritual period in
all in history. Almost no one will know the Bible except the older people who have not sat under rock
music and those, like me, who study on their own. They will be warred against in the Tribulation. And
are not our church and family leaders greatly at fault? Will they be facing a most severe judgement?
(In times of great disobedience, God brings a great famine of His Word. Amos 8:11 "Behold, days are
coming," declares the Lord God, "When I will send a famine on the land, Not a famine for bread or a
thirst for water, But rather for hearing the words of the Lord. This is happening now and will get greatly
worse.)

13. “PLEASE-PLEASE:” Please urgently pray for what God would now have you do to carry
out the RECOMMENDATIONS and items under “URGENT ACTION” SOLUTION. (I am willing to
help.) Most churches today, not enduring sound doctrine, most likely will not. They even may
not know how or know the needed topics. But your and my church can.

14. SOURCE DOCUMENT: This “Must Read” Source Material Document should “urgently” be read
next (best to be first) by ALL church and family leaders to gain many more details of the big picture and
what our churches should do now, as the endtimes are now unfolding, to have God’s best and to be
an example Church. It provides the overall big picture with the detailed teachings for knowing what is
now happening and will happen and why. The contents provide: (1) the way our churches (generally
without their realization or desire) and country are now falling away from God’s required obedience and
why; (2) for what we “should do now,” for greater spiritual growth to become mature in Christ-likeness
and in preparation for the soon coming endtimes and to gain maximum maturity in Christ-likeness for
eternity; (3) the sequence and details for how the endtimes are now unfolding and why; (4) the spiritual
warfare and its strategies; (5) the situation now with Israel; (6) the Rapture Timing; (7) for becoming
an example church; and (8) why our maturity in Christ-likeness may be fixed forever at death.

15. WEBSITE DOCUMENTS: Also read my website documents under the following categories: (1)
for an in-depth in-breadth understanding of endtimes prophecy, read the documents under ENDTIMES
PROPHECY; (2) for Christian-Life Relationship Principles, read the documents under TRAINING; and
(3) for God’s Plan for history including the spiritual warfare, read the documents under BIBLICAL
WORLDVIEW including especially: Serious Symptomatic Problems In Today’s Churches Based on
Four Major Causes. With Their Impacts and Indicated Solutions.
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